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Section I. Issues

The station has identified the following issues as significant issues facing our community in this quarter: 

A. COVID-19
B. Public health
C. Kim Potter trial 
D. Vaccines
E. Education
F. Mental health 

Section II. Responsive Programs 

The station has broadcast programming dealing with each of the above referenced issues. Programming 
dealing with each issue is set out below.

A. COVID-19

1. Minnesota Matters, Oct. 31, 2021, 6:10-6:20a – Mary Turner is the president of the Minnesota Nurses 
Association, and she joins the show to discuss COVID’s impact on hospital staffs around the state. 

2. Radio Health Journal, Oct. 31, 2021, 6:30-6:45a – Endemic COVID. Many experts believe we have 
missed our chance to eliminate Covid-19, and that now it is very likely to become an endemic disease--
one that persists, though at lower levels, and never goes away. Two noted infectious disease experts 
discuss what that means for precautions and lifestyles in perpetuity. 
 
3. Minnesota Matters, Nov. 14, 2021, 6:00-6:10a – COVID numbers surge in Minnesota. The state’s 
seven-day infection rate is among the highest and worst in the nation. What will the impact be for 
businesses and hospitals? 

4. Radio Health Journal, Nov. 14, 2021, 6:30-6:45a – COVID in rural hospitals. Rural hospitals have long 
struggled to maintain staffing levels of nurses and other professionals that are adequate for good care. 
The pandemic has made it much worse, as staffers have quit and patient loads have increased. Experts 
discuss the roots of the staff shortage, the effects on care safety, the extreme cost of efforts to attract 
and retain staff, and the threat to hospital survival posed by the problem.

B. Public health

1. Radio Health Journal, Oct. 17, 2021, 6:45-6:55a – Headaches affect far more lives far more severely 
than most people realize. A sufferer and an expert physician discuss headaches and their treatment.



2. Radio Health Journal, Nov. 14, 2021, 6:45-6:55a – Peripheral artery disease. Many people are 
unfamiliar with arterial blockages away from the heart. Peripheral artery disease, or PAD, affects African 
Americans much more than other populations for unknown reasons. An expert physician discusses PAD, 
the possible consequences, warning signs, and a clinical trial of treatments.       

3. Radio Health Journal, Dec. 5, 2021, 6:30-6:45a – When TBIs change personality. Traumatic brain injury 
can profoundly change the injured in personality and temperament, as well as physically and cognitively. 
Spouses bear the brunt of these changes to the point many feel like they’re living with a stranger. Two 
experts and the spouse of a TBI victim discuss the many ways life changes after an injury and what can 
help to get them through the ordeal.

4. Radio Health Journal, Dec. 19, 2021, 6:30-6:45a – Easing the opioid epidemic. Drug overdoses killed 
more than 100,000 Americans in the first year of the Covid-19 pandemic, as pressures built and users 
sometimes had to get their fix from unfamiliar sources. Experts discuss how the pandemic cost lives 
beyond Covid, and how surgical painkiller drug substitutions are beginning to keep some people from 
going down the opioid path.

C. Kim Potter trial 

1. Minnesota Matters, Dec. 5, 2021, 6:00-6:10a – Setting the scene for the Kim Potter trial. Potter is a 
former Brooklyn Center police officer who fatally shot Daunte Wright during a traffic stop on April 11. 
She is charged with first- and second-degree manslaughter. 

2. Minnesota Matters, Dec. 12, 2021, 6:00-6:10a – A Kim Potter trial update to start this week’s show. 
Daunte Wright’s mother testifies, and new body camera footage is shown in court. 

3. Minnesota Matters Dec. 19, 2021, 6:00-6:10a – Deliberations are soon set to begin in the Kim Potter 
trial. Hamline legal expert David Schultz joins the show to provide legal analysis on both the Derek 
Chauvin and Kim Potter situations.

D. Vaccines

1. Radio Health Journal, Nov. 28, 2021, 6:30-6:45a – Kids COVID vaccines. Covid-19 vaccines are now 
approved for children as young as 5, but while people are afraid of getting the vaccine themselves, 
they’re even more nervous about getting it for their children. Misinformation is accelerating against use 
of the vaccine in kids. Experts discuss and correct the most prevalent myths.

2. Radio Health Journal, Nov. 28, 2021, 6:45-6:55a – Improving vaccine communication. The White 
House and many health officials have taken an aggressive approach to communicating the need for 
Covid-19 vaccines. Most people are prompted to get vaccinated by mandates and words that generate 
fear, but it’s clear that they backfire with a sizable minority of others. A communications expert 
discusses how certain words motivate some groups and repel others.

3. Radio Health Journal, Dec. 12, 2021, 6:45-6:55a – Building the COVID vaccine. The vaccine for Covid-
19 was developed with record speed while still following required safety protocols. A noted investigative 
reporter discusses the development process he uncovered for his exhaustive book and explains why the 
hundreds of interviews he did have reassured him that the vaccine is safe.



E. Education 

1. Radio Health Journal, Oct. 3, 2021, 6:45-6:55a – The mind of a musician. Music is more than a fun 
pastime. Studies show that especially in children, studying music rewires the brain in beneficial ways, 
giving them an advantage in other cognitive skills. The scientist who’s done much of this pioneering 
work discusses its ramifications and impact.

2. Minnesota Matters, Oct. 24, 2021, 6:10-6:20a – October is bullying prevention month, a time to focus 
and raise awareness on bullying. Many groups and schools across the state and country will release new 
resources, campaigns and efforts aimed at bringing awareness to the issue of bullying. 

3. Radio Health Journal, Dec. 26, 2021, 6:30-6:45a – Saving preschool education. Preschool teachers 
have left the profession in huge numbers, closing some schools and threatening others. With nowhere 
to safely leave their children, millions of people are unable to return to work, sabotaging economic 
recovery. An expert discusses the low wages behind the 10% (or more) drop in early educators and how 
current legislation may finally turn the industry around.

F. Mental health

1. Radio Health Journal, Oct. 3, 2021, 6:30-6:45a – Getting through grief. Grief is unfortunately more 
common during the Covid-19 pandemic. But many people don’t know what to do when their pain does 
not follow the road map they expect--the well-known five stages of grief. Two experts on grief discuss 
what can happen under various scenarios when a loved one dies, and what people can do to make it 
through their pain.

2. Radio Health Journal, Oct. 10, 2021, 6:45-6:55a – The language of addiction. Addiction specialists are 
seeking to change the words we use to describe addictive behaviors, as they’ve learned the wrong 
language creates stigma and drives people away from treatment. Experts discuss the problem and 
solutions.

3. Radio Health Journal, Nov. 7, 2021, 6:30-6:45a – Preventing military suicides. Among active duty and 
veterans of the War on Terror, suicides have claimed four times more lives than combat since 9-11, 
according to a recent study. The study’s author discusses why the toll is higher than for previous 
conflicts, and he and another expert in tragedy recovery discuss what the military, VA, and loved ones 
can do to prevent suicide. 

4. Radio Health Journal, Nov. 21, 2021, 6:30-6:45a – Homelessness myths vs. reality. Around a half 
million people are homeless in the US on any given night, but the street homeless who are most visible 
often incorrectly influence our assumptions about the homeless. A noted researcher discusses myths 
and truths about their addictions, employment, residences, and more, and why people often become 
homeless.


